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Thank you for purchasing this process from
lifecoachestoolbox.com
Life Coaches Toolbox is a collection of
160+ modern Life Coaching Processes to help you
reset your body, mind, heart or soul.
If you would like to purchase more processes and tools
to use with your coaching clients, or on yourself,
please visit lifecoachestoolbox.com
or email chemory@lifecoachestoolbox.com
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A big resource of NLP-based Life Coaching
strategies, processes, techniques, exercises, games,
question sets, scripts, rampages & affirmations
to help you overcome physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual challenges, Life Coaches Toolbox
is suitable for those who would like to do work
on their own, coaches, mentors, trainers and
managers who would like a ready-built Coaching
Toolkit and a go-to toolbox you can always
turn to as your next step in a crisis.

INSANITY:
DOING THE SAME THING

mental
exercises
The majority of the following exercises are
based

on

the

NLP

Big

Guns

and

Representational Systems, if you want to go
learn more about processes like these.

Fair warning, these processes are powerful! Youʼll
be surprised at how powerful.

OVER

& OVER

AGAIN

EXPECTING DIFFERENT

issues, a boyfriend that I was obsessed with and

RESULTS

So I swapped the characteristics mentally for

ALBERT EINSTEIN

When I was first studying NLP, I had two major
chocolate.

chocolate

and

lettuce,

and

make-yourself-hate-something
phone calls from my boyfriend.

I

did

process

the

on

To this day I still avoid phones, I even avoid

emails now. And I have an unnatural obsession

with lettuce, while I can go years without
chocolate.

I only ran each process once. Consider yourself
warned :)

younger you
This process is very useful for releasing the memory
of past traumas and for growing your self-love.

You can come back in here at a momentʼs notice to change a memory, no
matter how old or young it is.

Imagine you are sitting safely on your couch, in front of
your TV, with your remote in your hand - left or right,
whichever feels more comfortable with you.

So look down at your remote and familiarize yourself with the
controls.
ENTER

PROTECT

STORE

See a bubble around you, between you and the screen,
which protects you from feeling unnecessarily emotional
about anything you see on the screen.

Once you are inside the memory or watching the show, see your self doing
what youʼre doing, where you are at that age and see the memory unfolding.

Press play on your remote to start the movie of the event
you or time you want to revisit.

It really doesnʼt matter if it is exactly true to life - weʼre working
with is what is in your head, your truth. Remember it the way
you remember it without judgement.

Use the controls to pause the movie at any point you are
ready and make it black and white and rewind it quickly
to minimize the impact of traumatic memories.

Use the control buttons to play, pause, fast forward, rewind or jump to any
scene in the movie. Youʼd also be amazed that you can find any functionality
your heart desires under the bonus features option on the menu.

Alternately skip forward to the menu and go to the bonus
features menu and select the version where you can
narrate, pause and enter the scene.

To anchor this process and retain the feeling of being
connected to your younger self, activate your heart
chakra, take the younger you and place him or her gently
in your heart, telling them that they will be safe and
loved and you will visit them often.

Use the four Master keys to allow you to send yourself or anyone else into
the memory or movie, throw up a layer of protection between you and the
memory, store the changes youʼve made permanently or delete a person or
memory permanently.
Use the numbers to select different channels to look at different aspects of
your life, eg. family, friends, romance, money, health, exercise, purpose
and whatever else works for you. Use the rcircular arrow button to loop a
memory quickly if you want to look at it again.

You can also see a shield of rainbow colored crystal of
light, rose quartz or even a shield or sparkling lights or
bubbles between you and the screen for a different form
of protection, or if you feel you need added layers. Add
as many layers as you need to.

Once the scene starts, see yourself enter the screen and
take time to talk to, play with and give words of
encouragement to the younger you. You may also offer
them love, guidance and support or advice, as well as
reassurances that everything will be okay.

DELETE

MUTE

You also have special buttons to mute anyone or a whole scene or add any
kind of music you can think of to a scene. You can use the sun button to
increase the brightness and white out a person or scene to delete it, the
clock to freeze time for everyone but you and anyone else you select, and all
the other controls work exactly the way you imagine they do.
When you are doing this exercise, you might want to try reading through it
once and working through it mentally, working through it as you read or
having someone read you through it and take you through the various
options.

categories

Life Coaches Toolbox has a number of free
diagnostic tools and resources that coaches,
trainers, mentors and managers can use with
clients, or that you can use on your own.
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Affirmations
Anchoring
Belief Systems
BodyTalk Tapping
Boundary Setting
Building Trust
Chakras
Chinese Medicine
EFT Tapping
Eliminating Ego
Energy Work
Energetic Protection
Fear & Anxiety
Feeling Stuck
Fighting & Arguments
Focus & Motivation

Forgiveness
Gratitude & Appreciation
Generating Joy
Human Strategies
Inner Voice
Intuition
Keeping Your Cool
Manifestation
Mental Exercises
Physical Spaces
Relationship Rehab
Shifting Crises
Shock & Trauma
Meditations
Mudras
Writing Processes

